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Today’s advanced, persistent threats don’t discriminate based on organizational size.  Small and midsize 
businesses (SMBs) face the same digital threats to their data, their network, and their operations as their  
enterprise-sized counterparts. Unlike bigger companies, SMBs may lack the resources necessary to hire large 
information technology teams and install complex security solutions. Overcoming these challenges may 
seem daunting, however, Arraya Solutions has identified tactics, techniques, and tools SMBs can  
leverage to reduce their exposure level. 

Contained within this whitepaper are best practices 
gleaned from Arraya’s experiences working with an SMB 
customer base of over 200 businesses across multiple  
industries as well as insights and analysis from some of the 
world’s top cyber security minds. While there is no “silver 
bullet” that can prevent all attacks, this document seeks to 
provide actionable approaches SMBs can use to defend 
their data and their reputations.   

 
 

Cost of a Breach 

The cost of a data breach or system shutdown is very real. According to the Ponemon Institute’s 2017 Cost 
of Data Breach Study sponsored by IBM Security, the average cost to an organization per stolen record is 
$141. While that may seem low at first glance, it can escalate quickly for organizations tasked with  
defending a large number of personal records. Consider a small insurance company or medical technology 
company that must store records for seven years or more.  If a business in either of those industries were to 
have just 5,000 records compromised, it could result in a cost of $705K based on Ponemon’s estimates. If 
that business were to suffer multiple breaches in a year, it could potentially be an extinction level event.  

Additionally, Ponemon’s study also explored any consistency, or lack thereof, as it pertained to the financial 
fallout of data breaches on specific industries. As evidenced by the chart below, organizations in some  
industries, including healthcare and financial services, were hit far harder by these events than those others, 
e.g., the public sector. Regardless of the dollar figure, organizations in each of the below industries would 
almost certainly have preferred to invest those funds elsewhere.    
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The cost of a data breach can also be measured in terms of the workload needed to diagnose and repair the 
situation. Malware that encrypts or permanently deletes data has come to prominence recently, with two  
recent examples being the WannaCry and NotPetya strains that made worldwide headlines last year. These 
malware variants shut down emergency rooms, telecommunications companies, and many other firms whose 
systems had been left unpatched.  

The damage NotPetya inflicted upon one organization – Maersk, the world’s largest shipping firm and  
decidedly not an SMB – was so severe that the company had to essentially reinstall its entire technology  
infrastructure to recover. This involved roughly 4,000 servers, 45,000 PCs, and 25,000 applications – or  
nearly six months of work. While the rest of the business fell back on manual methods, Maersk’s IT team 
launched a response of heroic proportions, rebooting its environment in ten days according to the  
company’s Chairman. It’s hard to imagine many SMBs have the resources or capabilities needed to  
undertake such a momentous project, meaning, again, the attack could prove catastrophic.  

 

Cyber Crime Tactics 

There’s a common misconception among many SMBs that they can somehow “fly under the radar” because 
they are too small to garner the attention of the bad guys. This is a false assumption. In truth, SMBs are  
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Figure 1 - Cost Per Compromised Record by Industry from the 2017 Ponemon Data Breach Study 



actually the ideal target for attackers in search of the path of least resistance. This is due in part to  
something already covered in this whitepaper: Enterprises are more able to invest in the people and  
solutions necessary to secure their systems. However, it’s not only a question of resources.  

Organizations of all shapes and sizes can be subject to industry regulations, however, they don’t garner the 
attention of regulators in quite the same way. Regulatory bodies, just like so many others, are frequently  
operating under the mantra of “do more with less,” meaning they have to pick their enforcement battles 
carefully. As higher priority targets, larger organizations will often land in regulators’ crosshairs more often 
than SMBs. Even though security and compliance aren’t one in the same, organizations whose security  
programs have gone through the ringer audit-wise are likely to be better prepared for whatever attackers 
may have in store, leaving SMBs more vulnerable.    

Another characteristic of SMBs that draws in hackers concerns the way in which these businesses distribute 
rights and privileges within their network. Users on an SMB system typically have more elevated rights than 
those within an enterprise system. The reason for this comes down to sheer logistics: there are less people 
doing a greater share of the work. Attackers understand that if they exploit just a single user at an SMB, they 
may well gain access to far more data than they would had they compromised multiple users at a larger  
corporation. 

Further placing SMBs behind the eight ball is the fact that it’s become easier than ever to gather the  
intelligence needed to initiate a cyberattack. Just about all organizations, large or small, have some kind of 
web presence, be it a website, social media accounts, etc. These sites contain a veritable treasure trove of 
reconnaissance information that can help criminals launch more effective, targeted attacks. With just a few 
minutes of browsing, attackers can uncover email addresses, phone numbers, and even information on a 
business’s organizational structure.  

Of course, connecting to the internet can make companies a target, regardless of size or scale. Users  
browsing the internet may stumble upon malvertising or malicious web sites that can compromise  
unpatched systems or take advantage of other vulnerabilities, providing a gateway for an attacker. Malware 
can be inadvertently introduced into an environment via USB drives or smartphones and then spread rapidly 
as it attempts to connect back to its command and control servers. The volume of criminals out there  
combined with the constant probing of internet sites by attackers looking for soft targets has created an  
environment where any weakness can become a target of opportunity.   

 

SMBs Are Overestimating Their Security 

In their report entitled Cybersecurity: Can Overconfidence Lead to an Extinction Event? SolarWinds MSP 
found many SMBs aren’t doing themselves any favors in the realm of cyber security. The report focused on 
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the preparedness, experiences, and failings of roughly 400 SMBs split across the UK and the US. Just shy of 
three-quarters (71%) of respondents reported suffering at least one breach in the previous year, while 77% 
admitted to a tangible loss, either in terms of finances, legal action, customer loss, etc. due to an incident.        

Figure 2 below was taken from the SolarWinds report and it identifies the types of security breaches suffered 
by SMBs that participated in the survey. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Despite the fact that 77% of respondents had reported some kind of breach, 87% believed their  
organization’s implementation of security techniques and technology warrants a rating of average or better.  
This belief that everything is fine is untrue. Specifically, the SolarWinds report identified seven key areas 
where SMBs frequently come up short: 

 Security policies are inconsistently applied 

 User training is massively under-prioritized 

 Only basic technologies are being deployed 

 Vulnerability reporting is often weak or even nonexistent 

 The majority of organizations make no changes to their technology or processes following a 
breach 
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Figure 2 - SolarWinds SMB Security Incident Reporting 



 Widely accepted prevention techniques and processes remain overlooked 

 Detection, response, and resolution times are all increasing 

 
The sixth item on that list, concerning how widely accepted techniques are too often being ignored by 
SMBs fits right in to a graph found elsewhere in the SolarWinds report. This graph can be seen in Figure 3 
below and it demonstrates the kinds of technologies SMBs are deploying – and often ignoring. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
The meager adoption figures associated with some of these solutions are startling given the scope of the 
threats and their potential impact.  Organizations whose cyber security posture fails to leverage these basic 
solutions certainly seems out of step with what could be considered “average.”  

 

All too often, organizations don’t spend much time worrying about security until, that is, they suffer a 
breach, fail an audit, or something else goes wrong that forces them to change their tune.  Following one of 
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Figure 3 - SolarWinds SMB Report Security Technology Usage 



those incidents, leadership tends to become very engaged, looking for any way to make a problem go away 
quickly.  Unfortunately, there are no quick fixes when it comes to cyber security. An effective program  
requires the right combination of people, technologies, and processes, all working together across lines of 
business.  It’s a business attitude and approach far more than it is a task for IT to check off. 

Like any other business initiative, there needs to be a cohesive strategy around how the cyber security  
program is built, maintained, and managed. This process starts by identifying the following data points: 

 What risks are you protecting against? 

 Who will own and be held accountable for the program? 

 How will you measure success? 

Notice that none of those initial talking points involves firewalls, advanced threat protection, data loss  
prevention, threat detection or any other buzzy solutions. Unfortunately, technology is where most SMBs 
begin the conversation, leading to spending without a cohesive plan and generally lots of confusion. 

 

Prioritize Cyber Security Goals 

Leadership teams must define the mission statement of their cyber security initiatives. It’s too broad to  
simply state that the goal is to protect all of an organization’s data. This makes it difficult to execute and  
susceptible to ballooning costs due to the influx of technology and people brought in to attempt to realize 
that goal.  

A more constructive approach is to focus on what drives the business and what risks can cause the most 
harm to the business. For example, a healthcare company would most likely want to focus on protecting  
patient health records and ensuring the availability of systems that enable patient care. Meanwhile, a  
financial institution may focus on protecting their customers’ non-public personal information like social  
security numbers, account numbers, balances, etc.  Regardless of the organization, there must be focus and 
direction for carrying out the strategic security vision. 

  

Don’t Reinvent the Wheel! 

There are frameworks and templates available that provide guidance and direction on the kinds of controls 
that should be considered. Below are some examples of frameworks as well as which industries they align to:  

NIST Cyber Security Framework – This framework was developed by the National Institute of  
Standards and Technology.  The NIST CSF is quickly becoming the nationally recognized standard of 
data security and many organizations are adopting it as the baseline for building their cyber security 
program.   
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CIS Critical Controls – Developed by the Center for Internet Security, this framework is a  
prioritized set of actions to protect organizations and data from known cyber attack vectors. It’s an 
excellent starting point for SMBs because it prioritizes which controls to start with and where to focus 
efforts.  It also includes sample reporting metrics to monitor. 

FFIEC Cyber Security Assessment Tool – This framework is based on NIST and is typically  
leveraged by financial institutions, especially those in the banking industry. 

HiTRUST– Typically used by healthcare organizations, the HiTRUST Cyber Security Framework is a 
certifiable framework that provides organizations with a comprehensive, flexible and efficient  
approach to regulatory compliance and risk management. 

ISO 27000 Series – Usually implemented in data center environments, the ISO/IEC 27000 family of 
standards helps organizations keep information assets secure. ISO 27001 is the most widely used 
standard in the family and is specific to an information security management system. 

There is a lot of overlap across these standards. Most SMBs would benefit from leveraging a combination of 
the NIST CSF and the CIS Critical Controls. These are non-industry specific and can be applied across a wide 
range of organizations in a prioritized manner. 

 

Where to Start Building 

Knowing where to start can be intimidating. There are so 
many potential inroads to consider and just as many  
technologies available to help seal those openings shut. 
Technology-wise, SMBs may be best served utilizing a 
cross-vendor solution – provided the technologies work 
together in easy harmony – that enables a defense in 
depth approach. Furthermore, SMBs may want to consider 
investing in cloud-based solutions to ensure they won’t 
need to make large capital investments and can  
consume these products on a per user basis.   

But where should they be looking to deploy those  
defenses? The following paragraphs identify high-risk  
areas where SMBs should strongly consider leaning on 
technology as they work to build a strong, universal cyber 
security foundation.  
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Figure 4 - Malicious Email Attachments 



To begin, let’s consider how attackers deliver the majority of malicious software (malware) strains. They do 
so through email. This is particularly the case for SMBs. It is for that reason that email security should be a 
primary focus area. Most SMBs live by email day to day, and attackers are noticing. By sending malicious 
PDFs, Office documents, or some other media file and then convincing users to open it, attackers can  
introduce malware onto a user’s machine and watch it spread to other systems.   

Second only to email in terms of attack vectors is the internet. Users can download malware from the  
internet even if they are browsing reputable websites. This can happen because many reputable sites sell 

advertisement space, which attackers buy and then use to distribute malware.  
When users visit those sites, it’s possible for the site to install malware onto their 
machine. Protections need to be put in place to stymie each of these attack  
vectors. 

In the SMB space, the user or employee is typically the weakest link. This is  
particularly true as it pertains to system access from a remote location (i.e., 
home, a hotel, the airport, etc.). Hacking a system is difficult, time consuming, 
and expensive. It’s much easier to hack a person, get their username and  
password, then log in remotely with that person’s access rights. It’s for this  
reason that companies must secure remote access via multifactor authentication.  
Multifactor authentication secures remote access with something you know 
(username and password) and something you have (typically a token on a 
smartphone). When a user attempts to connect via a VPN or to access email from 
outside of the office, they will need to first enter their username and  
password. Once confirmed, the system sends a message to their smartphone to 

confirm that they did, in fact, try to log in. The user then taps ‘Yes’ on their phone and is granted access.  
This is extremely effective because it prevents attackers in foreign countries from gaining access by stealing 
a username and password. They would also need an employee’s smartphone to get in. 

Of course, it’s not a matter of “if” an organization will be breached, but “when” they will be compromised.  
The threat is just too great to completely eradicate the risk. In addition to preventative technologies,  
monitoring needs to be in place to detect malicious activity and quickly stop it.  Large companies can spend 
millions of dollars to put an effective security operations center into place.  SMBs typically can’t afford to 
spend that kind of money. The better option for SMBs is to bring in a service that includes real time  
monitoring and alerts. These solutions are offered for a monthly rate and can reduce the time to detection 
from months to minutes. Experts correlate events in real time from various network systems and trigger  
immediate alerts to the organization with recommendations for mitigation. These solutions let SMBs  
monitor their environment live at a fraction of the cost of building an internal security operations center. 
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Figure 5 - Duo Mobile MFA 
Request 



Finally, vulnerability identification and mitigation is one of the most basic “housekeeping tasks” that is  
regularly ignored. The United States Computer Emergency Response Team publishes known vulnerabilities 
pertaining to personal computers, servers, network devices, applications (Adobe, Chrome, Java, etc.) and 
other systems on a regular basis. These vulnerabilities are published to a national vulnerability database so 
organizations can protect themselves against known attack vectors. The flip side to this is that the bad guys 
have access to it, too. Organizations that aren’t regularly using this database to make adjustments within 
their environment are giving the bad guys an unnecessary advantage.    

Displayed in Figure 6 below, is an example of a posting by the U.S. Computer Emergency Response Team 
for a Windows vulnerability. Recurring vulnerability scanning and remediation (which usually means patching 
systems) isn’t the most complex task, but it’s simple to ignore because there’s no tangible outcome until a 
breach occurs. Vulnerability scanning services automate this process by monitoring national databases and 
scanning for weaknesses so organizations can remediate issues before cyber criminals can exploit them.  The 
WannaCry outbreak and Equifax compromise are two examples of security incidents that could have been 
avoided if the proper vulnerability management practices were in place as both risks were mitigated by  
available patches. 
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Figure 6 - National Vulnerability Database Example 



Comply with Laws and Regulations 

No security program would be complete without assessing an organization’s compliance with laws and  
regulations.  However, it is also important to keep in mind the difference between security and compliance.  
Compliance tasks are undertaken because a regulatory checklist says you need to do them. Security tasks 
are those initiatives put in place because they limit risk to the organization. The two generally overlap, but 
they are not the same. Being compliant does not mean a business can’t get attacked or compromised.   
Being secure doesn’t necessarily mean that business will pass all its audits.  So, SMBs need to navigate and 
manage both sets of requirements. 

While the terms may be different, the good news is, SMBs can accomplish both! The best approach is to use 
compliance as the justification to executive leadership for investing in real security. If a critical control can be 
tied directly to a regulation, it’s more likely management will be open to funding it. For example, identifying 
malicious activity on the network is one of the most important aspects of an effective incident response plan 
and good security housekeeping. Most executives won’t spend the money on software and tools for  
centralized logging and event correlation based only on the fact that it’s more secure. They’re less likely to 
shoot down a pitch that includes mention of compliance with, say, the NY DFS Cyber Security Law Section 
500.15 requiring a covered entity have “internal processes for responding to a Cybersecurity Event.”  
Executives feel justified that they are not throwing money away and IT feels like their voices are being heard. 
The key is to approach security and compliance as complementary – but not identical – functions. 

The thing is, laws and regulations vary by industry. For example healthcare organizations need to follow  
security provisions called out in the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA).  
Financial institutions are likely governed by the Graham Leach Bliley Act and Office of the Comptroller of 
the Currency. Public entities are regulated by Sarbanes Oxley.  Effective in May 2018, organizations that col-
lect data on people in the European Union will need to comply with the EU General Data Protection  
Regulation (GDPR). In addition to these provisions, each state also has its own laws and regulations  
governing how to notify individuals of breaches. It’s critical that SMBs understand what their regulatory  
obligations are and incorporate the right controls to ensure they are compliant in order to limit the risk of 
fines or other penalties. 

 

Embrace the Cloud 

It’s been said that in the coming years “no cloud” policies will be about as common as “no internet”  
policies, which is to say, not very common at all. Granted, not every workload is meant to live offsite. In 
some cases, those industry regulations discussed above will preclude migrating certain data sets into the 
cloud. In other instances, either business or IT leadership may feel more comfortable keeping a certain data 
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set under their roof, so to speak. However, for those functions free of such restrictions or biases, a move to 
the cloud can represent a tremendous savings opportunity for SMBs, one that enhances security efforts  
rather than hindering them. Let’s take a closer look at some of the ways in which the cloud can actually  
represent a net gain for cyber security. 

Time and budget are two things few IT teams have in abundance these days. Fortunately, cloud migrations 
can actually help alleviate each of those logjams. In terms of resources, simply put, there’s less dividing IT’s 
attention. By taking time-consuming, but not mission-critical workloads such as email into the cloud, IT  
personnel will have more time for the security-significant tasks that too-often get pushed aside, e.g.,  
patching and updating. Regarding the budget, cloud solutions typically operate under a pay-per-user  
model, slashing wasted funds. Furthermore, cloud solutions are easily scalable up or down, enabling IT to  
adjust to organizational demands on the fly rather than have to engage in lengthy provisioning or  
de-provisioning processes.     

An additional benefit of the cloud is that, not only does it move workloads off site, it moves some of the risk 
as well. Working with a public cloud vendor means partnering with the likes of Microsoft, Amazon, or 
Google. In short, some of the biggest and most trusted organizations in technology today. These companies 
have far more resources to invest in data security than the average business – they also have more on the 
line. Should an individual organization in the financial services industry be breached, it will certainly look 
bad, however, it may not be a death knell in and of itself. Should a Microsoft or Amazon fail to protect its 
customers’ data, it would represent failure on a foundational business level. If customers are hesitant to  
forgive and forget in that first scenario, they will be even more so in the latter. There are plenty of other  
bonuses that can spring up as a result of these organizations’ technical prowess. Large-scale cloud providers 
can promise far greater uptime and availability than the average business could manage in-house and – in 
the event that something should go wrong – they’ll likely have a more substantial incident response  
capability to boot.   

There are so many tools and solutions on the market that 
it’s easy for organizations to get caught up in the  
technology side of security.  However, that technology can 
only be so effective without the right team in place to  
support it. Unfortunately, the kind of people who make up 
that “right team,” those who have firsthand experience on 
the digital frontlines and the professional credentials to 
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back it up, aren’t easy to find, nor do they come cheap. According to Salary.com, a junior level security  
analyst could command compensation in the $50-75K range. As for a senior level security analyst, he or she 
will almost certainly land well into six figures, with an asking price of anywhere from $120-150K. If hiring the 
expertise of a senior level analyst is out of the question, a business could seek to develop an existing staffer 
into that role. What makes an ideal future security analyst? Here are four highly-desirable traits:       

They should be highly technical. A security analyst operating in a threat hunting or even in an  
advisory role needs to have unquestionable technical chops. He or she must know what to look for in 
terms of suspicious activity and be able to expertly explain it to the resource assigned to a particular 
part of the IT environment, ensuring a high-level of authority. As such, ideal candidates typically have 
a background as a system administrator or network engineer, giving them a strong technical  
foundation upon which to grow.        

They should have some degree of on-the-job experience. There’s certainly nothing wrong with hiring 
someone fresh out of college to serve as a security analyst as it’s very possible that person will thrive 
in the role. However, there’s no replacing the lessons learned on the job. People who’ve worked in 
depth with technologies, both cutting edge and legacy, tend to transition better into the demands of 
security. Rather than educational background, it may be wise to place a greater emphasis on  
technical certifications as these are more direct indicators of a candidate’s skills in a given area.    

They should be detail oriented. Most days, keeping data safe is less about intense cat and mouse 
games with invading hackers as it is carefully combing through data logs. The work can be tedious 
and succeeding requires someone who is detail oriented and who can identify even minute areas of 
concern. As an extension of that, succeeding in security also requires using that ability to  
methodically weed out the false alarms from the legitimate red flags. Someone who is continuously 
crying wolf regarding security is bound to lose the ears of co-workers, as well as folks in  
leadership, very quickly.    

They should be a little confrontational. Security personnel are likely never going to be the most  
popular people in an organization – unless, of course, they happen to catch and stop a major attack. 
Typically, they’re going to be seen as the people who are making it harder for employees to do their 
jobs, through some combination of new processes or protections. It’s a good bet co-workers aren’t 
going to be happy when these new rules are put in place, and they may be eager to let security know 
about it. Security personnel should never shy away from confrontation. Instead, they should be 
proudly and perpetually suspicious. Security team members should never back down from a  
skirmish with the business side when they know they’re in the right.  
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Finding and developing capable security analysts in-house from scratch takes considerable time and  
resources. Meanwhile, cyber threats are not going to sit idly by and wait until an SMB has its defensive  
systems up and running. This is where working with a security partner can help. Outside organizations, such 
as Arraya Solutions, can deliver fully formed, expert-level advisory and managed services covering all facets 
of a business’s cyber security posture. 

Arraya’s Security Services connect businesses with our expertly trained and highly experienced team of  
professionals. The goal? Provide businesses with the hosted security services they need to stay safe at a  
fraction of the cost and hassle of onboarding additional resources. Our managed offerings include:   

 Network Monitoring and Alerting – 24x7x365 monitoring of uptime and availability of critical  
systems to include real-time notification when systems become unavailable. 

 Training and Awareness – security training for employees and contractors with regular compliance 
reporting that can be delivered directly to auditors. 

 Managed Firewalls – configuration management, patching, and rule implementation for on  
premise security devices. 

 Vulnerability Identification and Remediation – recurring scanning of network devices, servers and 
PCs to identify and report weaknesses or gaps that can be exploited by an attacker. 

On the advisory side, Arraya’s Security Advisory Service enables businesses to lean on our expertise in  
developing security strategies, aligning controls with business priorities, implementing meaningful  
governance, and more. We can do everything from helping businesses perform penetration testing to  
examine the readiness of their system to providing executive level decision-making capabilities through our 
Virtual CISO service.  

If you want to learn more about how Arraya Solutions can help your business implement any of the tactics 
covered in this whitepaper, reach out to us today at: https://www.arrayasolutions.com/contact-us/. Our team 
works tirelessly to help businesses of all sizes plan, protect, and prevail against today’s evolving threat  
landscape.  
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